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ChapterChapter 3 

Goingg Public in the Property Share Market 

3.11 Introductio n 

Securitizationn has rechanneled and restructured the flow of capital into the real estate 

industryy and has altered the way investors -large and small- wil l own real estate in the 

future.. Publicly listed real estate companies, or Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) in 

thee United States, have entered the international stock markets and embody the maturity' 

off  the real estate securitization process. The main reason these real estate companies go 

publicc is to get access to necessary capital for financing future expansion. Going public 

throughh an Initial Public Offering (IPO) opens up the corporate potential to a broad 

investmentt audience and finalizes real estate's transformation from illiqui d assets to 

tradablee securities. Hence it is clear that an IPO represents a milestone in corporate 

history,, in which expectations and realizations require careful management. This chapter 

empiricallyy analyzes the first steps of real estate companies on the national stock 

exchange,, by tracking European properly companies during and after their IPO. 

Thee typical price behavior of an IPO, consisting of an early rise and long run fall, is one 

off  the most intriguing topics in Corporate Finance Literature. This so-called ' IPO puzzle' 

hass attracted a lot of attention over the years both from professionals and academics. 

Ibbotsonn (1975) was among the first to report on the so-called 'underpricing' of IPOs by 

documentingg initial day excess returns of 11.40% on US common stock IPOs27. Studies 

onn the long-run aftermarket price behavior, such as Ritter (1991) and Aggarwal and Rivoli 

(1990),, reported that this initial outperformance appears to be a short-run phenomenon. 

Thee winner's curse theory, signaling-based models, and the theory that IPO performance 

2hh This chapter is based on Brounen, D. and P.M.A. Kichholtz, 2002, Initial Public Offerings: I evidence from the 
British,, French and Swedish Property Share Markets, / « ^W 0/ R?a! hsttite Yinana and Economics 24(1), and Aaij, S. and 
D.. Brounen, 2002, High-tech IPOs: A Tale of two continent. Journal of Applied Corporate 1'innnce 15(1). 
:~~ For a broad discussion of empirical evidence regarding initial aftermarket price behavior of IPOs see Smith (1986), 
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iss driven by fads have been used to attempt to explain this puzzling abnormal price 

behavior.. However, numerous unanswered questions remain. 

Thiss chapter tests implications derived from existing theories bv studying a unique data 

sett consisting of 54 European property companies from France, Sweden and the United 

Kingdomm that became publicly listed during the period 1984-1999. I investigate whether 

thee classical abnormal price behavior surrounding IPOs also exists in these European 

propertyy share markets. Furthermore, I attempt to answer some of the research questions 

concerningg the IPO-puzzle. 

Thee chapter is organized as follows. The next section discusses the process of going 

public,, by highlighting the anatomy of an initial public offering. Next I wil l focus on 

relatedd literature and state the theoretical implications that can be derived from this 

literature.. Section four describes the sample collection procedures and pictures the 

institutionall  environments of the three national markets in the studv. Section five gives an 

overvieww of the empirical results regarding the initial day price behavior. Section six 

reportss my findings concerning the aftermarket price behavior, and section seven 

concludes. . 

3.22 Going Public 

Goingg public is often referred to as a unique milestone in a firm's existence, since it 

transformss private companies into transparent public enterprises. The process typically 

startss with building the IPO-team composing of lawyers, accountants and investment 

bankerss who are capable of managing the issue optimally. Selecting the investment banker 

iss crucial in this phase of the process, since the banker wil l need to bridge the gap 

betweenn the non-listed firm and potential investors. Important criteria for selecting the 

properr investment bank as lead- or comanager therefore are experience, distribution 

strength,, research capacity, and reputation. 

Oncee the team has been selected the process continues with the preparation of the 

registrationn statement. This document, with which the stock exchange authorities register 

thee securities to be sold, describes the company, the industry-, the offering and the price 

rangee in which the offer price wil l be set. The prospectus is part of this registration 

statementt and communicates the issue to the public. The prospectus must disclose all 

relevantt facts that a reasonable investor would need to know in order to make an 

informedd investment decision. The registration statement is primarily a legal matter and is 
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thereforee handled by the lawyers, using the financial input of both the accountants and 

bankers.. As part of the preparation of this registration statement, due diligence is 

conductedd in order to make sure that all material facts are disclosed properly. 

Ass soon as the registration statement has been approved and filed the IPO-process 

proceedss with marketing the issue. This phase is handled by the leadmanager, who 

accompaniess firm management on a road show along retail brokers and large institutional 

investors.. During this road show vital information is exchanged both ways. The issuer wil l 

presentt the ins and outs of his firm in a transparent manner, while the potential investors 

signall  their interest in the offering at different prices. Combining these demand 

indicationss wil l help the investment banker in determining the offer price at which the 

IPOO wil l be issued. 

Thee leadmanager wil l commit itself to the offer by purchasing a number of shares at a 

certainn price. This price paid to the issuer is generally 93% of the public offering price. 

Sellingg these shares at offer prices during the IPOs creates the fee for the investment 

bankerr and provides an incentive to ensure that the IPO-price is set optimally in order to 

maximizee IPO-proceedings and attract sufficient demand. 

Thee figures of Table 3.1 show the waves in which IPOs have occurred in the international 

listedd real estate markets. For the US, for example, 1993 and 1994 were so-called 'hot-

issuee markets', where real estate IPOs were numerous. This period was preceded by an 

Tablee 3.1: International real estate IPO activity 

Byy year 
1986 6 
1987 7 
1988 8 
1989 9 
1990 0 
1991 1 
1992 2 
1993 3 
1994 4 
1995 5 
1996 6 
1997 7 
1998 8 
1999 9 

Total l 

US S 
Numberr of IPOs 

8 8 
5 5 
8 8 
0 0 
0 0 
3 3 
7 7 

48 8 
40 0 
8 8 
6 6 

25 5 
18 8 
1 1 

11 77 

Hongg Kong 
Numberr of IPOs 

1 1 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
6 6 
7 7 
7 7 
2 2 

3 3 
8 8 
18 8 

NA A 
NA A 

56 6 

Europe e 
Numberr of IPOs 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

10 0 
3 3 
5 5 
8 8 
3 3 
16 6 
3 3 
12 2 
7 7 

5 5 
11 1 

86 6 

Thee L'S figures originate from: Bummer, R.|., D.C. Hvland, and A.B. Sanders, 2(H)2, The Long-run Performance of REIT IPOS, 
unpublishedunpublished worhng paper, the statistics regarding Hong Kong IP( )s are retrieved from: Chan, S.H., M.H. Stohs, and K. Wang, 2001, Are-
Reall  Hstate IPOs Different Species- evidence from Hong Kong IPOs, journal nj Real ]ist,ite Rrstanh 21(3), 201 -220, and the European 
numberss are from: Bronnen, D. and P.M.A. Eichholtz, 20(1 lb, (iomg Public on the European Property Share Market, RealInstate liiuum 
18(3),, 53-60 
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extraordinarilyy cold issue market in which hardly any firms went public for several years. 

Explanationss for such cycles are often related to market sentiment and the success of 

pioneers.. The late eighties and early nineties were periods in which the US real estate 

markett suffered from high vacancy rates and decreasing rents and values, which were 

causedd by excess supply. During 1991 the real estate market recovered from this slump 

andd rents and values started to grow again, which is also reflected by the performance of 

thee corresponding listed property markets, which is depicted in Figure 3.1. 

Figur ee 3.1: The historic performance of the international listed property markets (local currency) 

0 0 
jan-844 jan-86 jan-88 jan-90 jan-92 jan-94 jan-96 jan-98 jan-00 jan-02 

Source:Source: Global Property Research 

Thee IPO of Kimco Realty, a shopping center specialist, on November 22, 1991 was the 

firstfirst endeavor in over three years. Kimco's IPO occurred in a period in which the stock 

markett performance turned favorable again and the IPO offered its investors remarkably 

strongg performance both in the short and longer run. This smooth debut in the market 

inspiredd numerous competitors who followed Kimco in its path toward the stock market. 

I tt is claimed that the key to Kimco's success lies in the fact that the IPO was deliberately 

underpriced,, which triggered the strong performance during the first days of trading. By 

settingg the offer price below the IPO-value issuing firms offer their investors a premium 

whichh should compensate them for the lack of familiarity. IPOs are typically undertaken 

byy firms with littl e operational history, creating a situation in which an investor faces a 

greatt deal of informational asymmetry. Although some firms are easier to value than 
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others,, underpricing IPOs is common practice in today's stock market. At the same time 

underpricingg means that firms are leaving money on the table and is therefore considered 

aa costly expense. Whether, why and how much IPOs are underpriced are questions which 

aree still in need of definite answers. The listed real estate market is considered to be 

relativelyy transparent, since the underlying portfolios consist of observable assets which 

cann be, and usually are, appraised frequently. According to the prevailing theories this 

transparencyy should translate into mild price behavior during the debut on the market. 

Thereforee studying real estate IPOs offers an interesting laboratory situation to analyze 

thee anomalous price behavior which surrounds IPOs in order to gain more insights in the 

underlyingg rational. 

3.33 IPO Performance in the Literatur e 

AA common explanation for the abnormal first-day price behavior is the so-called 

"winner'ss curse". In Rock's (1986) model the IPO market contains two investor types; 

well-informedd investors, who have superior knowledge about the true value of the issue 

andd less-informed investors, who lack the special knowledge to correctly value the issue. 

Thiss information asymmetry causes a "lemons problem" where the uninformed investors 

aree left with the less successful IPOs. In order to keep badly informed investors interested 

inn the IPO market, issuing firms are required to sell at a discount28. An explanatory factor 

directlyy derived from this winner's curse is the size of the issue. The larger the issue the 

moree professionally it is likely to be managed and the more information about the true 

valuee wil l be available. This wider spread of information decreases the information 

asymmetryy among investors. Because of this lower information asymmetry, these larger 

IPOss have less reason to underprice and are expected to show less initial outperformance. 

AA second factor that might explain the abnormal price behavior of IPOs is the degree of 

debtt financing. Smith and Watts (1992) argued that firms with high growth potential wil l 

relyy less on debt financing. This low reliance on debt financing is caused by their higher 

riskk profiles, which make the debt market less accessible. When these growth companies 

goo to the stock market during an IPO, the public wil l consider them more risky and wil l 

demandd a higher risk premium in the form of more underpricing. Thus, I expect IPOs 

withh the lowest debt ratios in my sample to be associated with the highest initial returns. 

2SS Keloharju (1993) and Michaelv and Shaw (1994) tested Rock's theory for the U.S. common stock market, and 
foundd strong support for the existence of a winner's curse. 
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Anotherr issue related to the underpricing of IPOs is the amount of uncertainty 

concerningg the true value of the company involved. Alii , Yau and Yung (1994) have 

examinedd this relationship by studying initial aftermarkct price behavior of financial 

institutions.. Since financial institutions are monitored by regulatory agents, the 

informationn asymmetry problem and the ex-ante uncertainty regarding true value should 

bee less severe for financial institutions than for non-financial institutions. This proved to 

bee the case. Because the value of property companies should reflect the value of their 

underlyingg property portfolio, I would expect property IPOs to be underpriced less 

severelyy than common stock IPOs. To test this assumption I wil l compare my results with 

IPOO returns of a more risky sector, the high-tech industry. 

AA theory that could explain the long-run underperformance is the so-called 'fads theory'. 

Bothh Aggarwal and Rivoli (1990) and Ritter (1991) reported strong underperformance of 

IPOss after three years o f -13 .73% and -29.13%, respectively. Both studies point out that 

thee abnormal price behavior of IPOs might be due to overoptimistic investors, who 

expectt high excess returns, but sell the shares acquired in the IPO whenever their high 

expectationss are not fulfilled in the longer run. This so-called fad causes extremely high 

demandd in the early aftermarket, but at the same time drives the disappointed investors to 

selll  their shares, thereby causing the long-run underperformance. 

Somee specific features of property shares should be taken into account. Wang, Chan and 

Gauu (1992) were the first to investigate the presence of IPO underpricing in a property-

sharee market. They reported a statistically significant average abnormal return of -2.99% 

onn the first day of trading for the U.S. REIT market during the period 1971-1988. Ling 

andd Ryngaert (1997) also investigated the U.S. RPTT market and reported that REIT 

IPOss issued between 1991 and 1996 were underpriced, on average, by 3.60%. The 

differingg results of these two studies imply that the question whether property share IPOs 

sufferr from abnormal price behavior is still open. This chapter extends the research of 

Wang,, Chan and Gau (1992) and Ling and Ryngaert (1997), by investigating European 

propertyy share markets. Following Wang, Chan and Gau (1992), I use the aftermarket 

standardd deviation to quantify the ex-ante uncertainty surrounding the true value of the 

issue.. I expect companies with high aftermarket standard deviations to be associated with 

higherr initial day returns. Ling and Ryngaert (1997) also pointed out that the ex-ante 

uncertaintyy about the value of a new property issue could var}' depending on the type of 

propertiess owned by the company. Retail property, for instance is often regarded as being 

moree risky than residential property. Thus, I include property type as an additional factor 

thatt explains IPO price behavior. 
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3.44 The Data 

3.4.11 Sample des ign 

Byy combining the Global Property Research database with Bloomberg, Reuters and 

Datastreamm I found 72 property investment companies going public in the period 1984-

19999 in Europe. The only countries in which the number of IPOs was large enough for 

meaningfull  statistical analysis were France, Sweden and the United Kingdom, which is 

whyy this study focuses on these three countries. After excluding spin-offs of existing 

listedd companies and property developers I collected data concerning first-day opening 

andd closing prices and aftermarket returns for the remaining companies from Datastream, 

Thee Financial Times and the property companies themselves. Furthermore, I asked the 

threee national Stock exchanges for assistance in locating the required data. These efforts 

resultedd in a data set of 54 property share IPOs in the three largest European property 

sharee markets. Table 3.2 provides a distribution of the sample by country and by year. 

Besidess the daily prices I also obtained information on the offering size, the pre-offer 

debtt ratios, the aftermarket standard deviation and the underlying property type. 

Tablee 3.2: Sample distribution by country and by year = = 

Yearr UK France Sweden Tota. 
19844 1 0 0 

19855 1 0 0 

19866 0 1 ° 

19877 1 0 0 

19888 0 () 0 0 

19899 0 9 1 10 

19900 2 1 0 3 

19911 0 2 0 2 

19922 1 3 4 8 

19933 2 0 1 3 

19944 7 0 3 10 

19955 0 0 0 0 

19966 4 1 0 5 

19977 4 () 2 6 

19988 0 0 2 2 

19999 1 0 0 1̂  

Totall  24 17 13 54 

"1'he"1'he corporate tax regimes for these three countries differs. The Irene/' corporate tax rate equals })%, the Snedisb tax rak equals 28"/» and the 

corporatecorporate tax rate for U.K. property companies depends on their profit level and company structure and ranees between 21";-)1"„ 
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Too adjust the property share returns for movements in the general property stock markets 

II  use the GPR General National indices for the corresponding European countries. The 

GPRR General National indices are total return indices of property shares, tracking the 

performancee of all property investment companies in the corresponding countries. These 

indicess are available on a monthly basis, with December 1983 as base-month. 

3.4.22 Inst i tut iona l Env i ronment s 

Thee three European property share markets in my sample both differ and correspond in 

manyy respects. The UK market is the oldest and largest property share market in Europe, 

experiencingg a relatively stable average annual return of 10.09% and an average monthly 

standardd deviation of 6.60% over the sample period. The companies in my sample are all 

puree equity property investors, which do not invest in mortgages. The institutional 

holdingss in these companies vary drastically but are high compared to the Swedish and 

Frenchh markets. The majority of the UK IPOs in my sample date from the post-1992 

periodd after the UK recovered from the real estate crisis of the early nineties. Listed 

propertyy companies in the UK face corporate tax rates varying from 23% to 31%, 

dependingg on profit levels and company structure. 

Figur ee 3.2: Total return indices of the French, Swedish and U.K. property share markets 
(locall  currencies) 

"uii I 

41)0 0 

2DII I 

\& \& \& \& 
.%(> > 

VjSV V 
.%%% ,q0 tfl qfc 

\^ ^ aS1' ' \rf>-- \& \& & & 
\&' \&' 

..9% % 
\#' ' 

Source:Source: Global Property Research 
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Thee Swedish property share market on the other hand is a lot younger and has been 

extremelyy turbulent offering an average annual total return of 3.37% and monthly 

standardd deviation of 10.52%. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, an investment in a Swedish 

propertyy share in 1984 would have surged sixfold in the following six years. However, this 

swiftt gain would have evaporated during the subsequent years. This volatile behavior is 

typicall  for the Swedish market, which has had many listings that were poorly structured in 

thee late eighties. Several of these property companies had to leave the market in the early 

ninetiess when Sweden was struck by a recession. The institutional involvement in listed 

propertyy companies in Sweden is relatively low compared to the U.K. and France. 

Swedishh property companies face a corporate tax rate of 28%. 

Thee third market of my study, the French market, has been the most stable over the 

samplee period, yielding an average annual total return of 9.92% and a monthly standard 

deviationn of 4.91%. The property crisis of the early nineties did not affect French 

propertyy companies very much. Most of the French IPOs in my sample are from the pre-

19922 period, and the majority was strictly monitored by larger holding companies that 

ensuredd financing and thereby took away a lot of uncertainty for investors. The French 

propertyy companies are subject to the national corporate tax rate of 33.33%. 

3.55 Init ial Day Returns 

3.5.11 Summary Statistics 

Thee initial day returns are calculated by dividing the difference between the offering price 

andd the closing price by the offering price. To correct these raw first day returns for 

movementss in the overall property share markets I subtract the average daily GPR-

Generall  return of the corresponding country'. The results are presented in Table 3.3. 

Tablee 3.3: Initial dav returns 
Sample e 

Total l 

Pre-1992 2 

Post-1992 2 

U.K. . 

France e 

Sweden n 

Initiall  Returns 

2.60% % 

0.10% % 

4.94% % 

4.12% % 

0.82% % 

1.79% % 

GPR-General l 
Returns s 

0.05% % 

0.05% % 

0.05% % 

0.05% % 

0.05% % 

0.04% % 

Initiall  Abnormal 
Returns s 
2.55%--

0.05%. . 

4.89%>--

4.07%--

0.77% % 

1.75% % 

t-statistic c 

3.26 6 

0.08 8 

4.18 8 

3.62 2 

0.61 1 

0.81 1 

ThisThis table provides average returns jar the first trading del) for subsamples of property shun IPOs and the average dail) GPR-General index returns. 

TheThe initial abnormal returns are calculated bv taking the difference behveen the two. Initial abnormal returns marked with ' are significant at the 5% 
level. level. 
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Forr the sample as a whole I find a statistically significant initial abnormal return of 2.55%, 

onn average. This outcome conforms to the findings of Ling and Ryngaert (1997), who 

documentedd an initial abnormal return of 3.60% for the U.S. REIT market. Compared to 

thee initial day returns of common stocks found in the literature, this 2.55% is rather 

modest,, which supports the notion that the more transparent and therefore less risky 

propertyy share issues are associated with significandy less underpricing than the more 

riskyy common stock IPOs. To illustrate this point I compare the distributions of initial 

dayy returns of my European property sample with initial day returns of European high-

techh IPOs for the period 1997-2000. The results in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.4 clearly show 

thee difference both in level and distribution. Real estate IPOs lie in a narrow range and do 

nott contain remarkable outliers, while the high-tech sample appears to be dispersed 

severelyy with outliers up to 900%. This difference reflects the difference in sector risk. 

Figur ee 3.3: Initial-dav return distributions of European high-tech and real estate companies 

 High-Tech 

DD Real Estate 

nn n i-i P 
aa uu u 

1srr day 

-200 -II ) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 

Tablee 3.4: Initial day returns 

Reall  Estate IPOs High-Techh IPOs 
Meann Initial-Day Return 
Mediann Initial-Day Return 
Maximumm Initial-Day Return 
Minimumm Initial-Day Return 
%% Negative Initial-Dav Return 
Skewness s 
Kurtosis s 

3.43% % 
1.29% % 

31.85% % 
-10.54% % 
14.50% % 

1.69 9 
7.12 2 

47.24% % 
17.21% % 

900.00% % 
-45.87% % 
15.50% % 

4.32 2 
30.52 2 

Butt although the extent of the underpricing of real estate IPOs is modest it is still 
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significantt and offers the investor an attractive return, even after correcting for 

transactionn costs, which nowadays amount to approximately 40 basispoints. 

Thee move towards the European Monetary Union (EMU) in 1992 has had a significant 

impactt on the European propertv share markets. Investors increasingly regard Europe as 

onee market and have moved towards a more pan-European investment strategy, which 

hass enhanced liquidity. However, given the fact that a French investor knows more about 

thee French property market than about, say, the Swedish market, pan-European 

investmentt strategies are likely to increase differences in the level to which participating 

investorss are informed concerning property share IPOs. This may cause property shares 

too be more susceptible to the winner's curse and exhibit stronger IPO underpricing. 

Indeed,, I find the post-1992 IPOs in my sample to be underpriced by 4.89%, whereas the 

pre-19922 IPOs were not underpriced at all. 

II  also find initial-day returns varying strongly across different countries. These cross-

nationall  differences can be explained by comparing differences in market structure and 

maturity.. British IPOs produced a statistically significant initial abnormal return of 4.07%. 

Thee French IPOs, which are strongly monitored by holding companies, hardly 

outperformedd their benchmark at all on the first day of trading. 

Tablee 3.5 reports the summarv statistics on initial dav returns for the full sample and for 

variouss subsamples. These subsamples are chosen to facilitate the investigation of the 

importancee of different factors potentially affecting IPO underpricing: issue size, debt 

ratio,, standard deviation, and sector specialization of the property portfolio. Initial 

abnormall  returns are positive for each sub-sample. Table 3.5 shows that small issues are 

indeedd associated with more underpricing than large issues. The average initial abnormal 

returnn for the small issues of 3.05% is significantlv different from zero. 

Thee table also shows that issues with lower debt ratios outperform the market index more 

stronglyy than issues with higher debt ratios. These differences confirm the implications 

derivedd from Smith and Watts (1992). 

Ex-antee uncertainty appears to play a role in IPO underpricing. Issues belonging to the 

groupp with the highest aftermarket standard deviation are associated with high initial 

abnormall  returns: 5.37% versus no significant first-day outperformance for the group 

withh the lowest aftermarket standard deviation. 
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Tabl ee 3.5: Summary statistics initial dav returns 
A:: Size factor 

Issuee size Initial AR t-statistic c N N 

Small,, < 80 mln Euro 
Medium m 
Large,, > 180 mln Euro 

3.05%" " 
2.87% % 
1.41% % 

High,, > 3.00% 
Medium m 
Low,, < 1.50%) 

» » 

2.45%--

0.69% % 

D:: Specialization/Property type factor' 

2.82 2 

1.44 4 

1.83 3 

25 5 

10 0 

19 9 

B:: Debt ratio factor" 

Debtt ratio 

High,, > 0.49 

Low,, < 0.49 

Initiall  AR 

2.02% % 

3.16%--

t-statistic c 

1.70 0 

2.18 8 

N N 

18 8 

36 6 

C:: Ex-ante uncertainty 

Standardd deviation 

proxy1" " 

Initiall  AR t-statistic c X X 

1.89 9 

2.83 3 

0.98 8 

19 9 

21 1 

14 4 

Initiall  AR N N 
Diversified d 
Specialized d 

Office e 
Retail l 
Residential l 

1.97%' ' 
2.26%/ / 
-0.08% % 
4.39%' ' 

10.12%,' ' 

2.36 6 

2.07 7 

0.(19 9 

2.57 7 

3.02 2 

20 0 

34 4 

13 3 

10 0 

5 5 
**  \'r~e is measured as total capitalisation of the issue. 
****  I be debt ratio is computed b) dividing the pre-ojfer total debt b) the pre-offer market value of the firm, 
**** ff The e\-aiite uncertainty proxy is equal to the standard deviation of the returns of the first 20 trading dars. 
*** **  Specialisation is determined by looking at the asset portfolio of the company. Companies investing more than 70" u of their total assets in mie 
properlyproperly type are considered specialised. 
InitialInitial  abnormal returns marked with ' are significant at the 5"n level. 

Finally,, concerning the underlying property type, I discovered that specialized companies 

showw a somewhat higher initial abnormal return than diversified companies, while they 

van77 strongly among the different property- types. Property companies specialized in 

managingg retail property-, for instance, yield an average initial-day return of 4.39%, 

whereass companies specialized in office properties do not perform differently than the 

markett index. 

3.5.22 Mult ivariat e analysis of initia l day return s 

Thee summary statistics of Table 3.5 suggest that small issues, issues wnth low7 debt ratios, 

andd companies specialized in retail property7 entail more uncertainty7 about their true value 

andd are therefore associated with higher initial day returns. But to truly isolate the impact 

off  the different variables on the initial abnormal returns, multivariate regression analysis is 

needed.. For every parameter I compute OLS-estimations of the coefficients, using the 
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followingg model: 

IARR = a + b,Size + b,Debt ratio + b3Ex-ante uncertainty + b4Specialised + b4Retail + 

b.Officee + bf,Residcntial + b-Post 1992 + bsUK + b.Sweden + e (3.1) 

Tablee 3.6 reports the regression results. In order to minimize the influence of outliers I 

usee a log specifications for issue size, debt financing and aftermarket standard deviation. 

Forr these first three variables, the signs of the coefficients are consistent with the results 

reportedd in the summary statistics. Issues of lesser size, with smaller debt ratios and 

higherr aftermarket standard deviations are indeed associated with more underpricing. The 

coefficientss of the specialization dummy and the underlying property type are also in line 

withh the results presented in Table 3.6. Finally, I look at the explanatory power of a post-

19922 dummy variable and on two nationality dummies. The coefficient of the post-1992 

dummyy confirms my previous findings that the more recent IPOs are indeed associated 

withh a higher initial day return. The signs of the coefficients of the nationality dummies 

supportt the national differences I reported in Table 3.3. The model has an adjusted It-

squaredd of 65%. 

Tablee 3.6: OLS regression of initial abnormal returns on independent variables 

Coefficientss Std. errors 

Intercept t 

Logg of issue size 

Logg (1 +%debt financing) 

Logg of aftermarket standard deviation 

Specializedd dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

Retaill  dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

Officee dummy (yes = l, no=0) 

Residentiall  dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

Post-19922 dummy (ves = l, no=0) 

UKK dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

Swedenn dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

"  jd ju i tL-J 

TheThe hetemskedasticity-consisteiit standard errors of the corresponding coefficient estimates are siren between brackets. Coefficient estimates marked 

" " 

-OAK) ) 

0.05 5 

2.31--

0.01 1 

0.00 0 

-0.02 2 

0.08' ' 

0.01 1 

0.02 2 

-0.02 2 

0.03 3 

o.OO O 

0.03 3 

0.68 8 

0.01 1 

0.02 2 

0.02 2 

0.02 2 

0.02 2 

0.02 2 

0,02 2 
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3.66 Aftermarket Returns 

Inn addition to the short-run outperformance of IPOs, the literature also documents long-

runn underperformance. I now turn to that issue, using three separate methods for analysis. 

II  first look at the mean Cumulative Abnormal Returns2'' (CARs) for varying time periods. 

Secondly,, I investigate buy-and-hold returns, and lastly, I look at wealth relatives. 

Thee results of the CAR analysis are presented in Table 3.7 and show that the CARs for 

myy sample as a whole decrease over a longer time period and lead to a negative twelve-

monthh CAR of -1.29%, on average. The initial outperformance documented for the first 

dayy or trading only lasts for three months. Furthermore, Table 3.7 shows that there are 

largee differences between the national subsamples. British and French IPOs exhibit the 

traditionall  IPO price behavior by underperforming after the first year, with -4 .53% and -

12.62%% respectively. Swedish IPOs, on the other hand, outperformed considerably after 

twelvee months. This difference can be explained bv the fact that the Swedish property 

sharee market has been in a different phase than the more stable and mature French and 

Britishh property share markets. The Swedish property- share market has gone through 

roughh times in the early nineties, leading to relatively low benchmark returns that were 

easilvv exceeded by the Swedish aftermarket IPO-returns. 

Tabl ee 3.7: Cumulative abnormal returns 

Period d 

Monthh 1 
Monthh 2 
Monthh 3 
Monthh 4 
Monthh 5 
Monthh 6 
Monthh 7 
Monthh 8 
Monthh 9 
Monthh 10 
Monthh 11 
Monthh 12 

Totall  France 

CAR R 
0.84% % 

1.38""  o 

0.59% % 

-0.96% % 

-2.06% % 

0.2-% % 

-3.30% % 

-2.45% % 

0.36% % 

1.03% % 

0.21% % 

-1.29%, , 

TheThe cumulative abnormal return. 

CAR.== £ ( -
""  P -

wherewhere Pir is the price of the stock 

t--statisticc CAR 
0.555 0.39% 

0.566 -1.78% 

0.222 -1.91% 

-0.366 -1.78",, 

-0.700 -1.21% 

0.088 -1.94",. 

-1.022 -3.09% 

-0.800 -4.86% 

0.100 -6.73% 

0.299 -3.15"., 

0.055 -7.25% 

-0.299 -12.62", 

t-statistic c 
0.17 7 
-(.»."77 7 

-0.62 2 

-0.39 9 

-0.26 6 

-0.41 1 

-0.69 9 

-1.05 5 

-1.65 5 

-0.73 3 

-1.58 8 

-2.52 2 

(CA(CA Ks) are computed by applying the formule 

P„ P„ 

-1 1 

ii  on 

PP - P 
-11 ' bl * bl-\ ^ 

p.-,p.-, '
dayday t and I\, is the price of the benchmark 

Sweden n 

CAR R 
-0.01% % 
0.57",, , 

1.46% % 

-4.06",, , 

-1.40% % 

8.53""  » 

2.78% % 

2.13",, , 

14.03"/» » 

17.40%, , 

21.44%, , 

18.89",, , 

: : 

onon day t. 

t-statistic c 
0.00 0 

0.12 2 

0.36 6 

-0.82 2 

-0.26 6 

1.16 6 

0.35 5 

0.27 7 

1.38 8 

1.89 9 

1.80 0 

1.49 9 

U U 

CAR R 
1.58% % 

3.82% % 

1.74""  V, 

1.18% % 

-2.94% % 

-2.61% % 

-6.60% % 

-3.29% % 

-2.20% % 

-4.81% % 

-6.06% % 

-4.53% % 

K. . 

t-statistic c 
0.87 7 

0.84 4 

0.34 4 
0.27 7 

-0.59 9 

-0.52 2 

-1.33 3 

-0.75 5 

-0.47 7 
-0.97 7 

-1.16 6 

-0.8"' ' 

Forr IPOs that are delisted prior to their 3-year anniversary, the total return is calculated up to the delisting date. 
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Tabl ee 3.8: Excess buv-and-hold returns 

Period d 
Monthh 1 
Monthh 2 
Monthh 3 
Monthh 4 
Monthh 5 
Monthh 6 
Monthh 7 
Monthh 8 
Monthh 9 
Monthh 10 
Monthh 11 
Monthh 12 
TheThe excess buy 

1 1 
HBHRHBHR = — 

n n 

Tota a 

EBHRR t-staristic 
0.88%% 0.58 

1.69% % 

0.58% % 

-1.43% % 

-2.63% % 

0.26% % 

-4.29% % 

-3.96% % 
-1.05% % 

-0.95°/.. . 

-0.81% % 

-0.55% % 
-arid-hold-arid-hold returns (I 

n n 

I I 
;;  = l WhereWhere P„  is the p 

(( P'° 
V n - % \> > 

iceice of stock i on 

0.66 6 

0.21 0.21 

-0.53 3 

-0.90 0 

0.08 8 

-1.29 9 

-1.19 9 

-0.28 8 

-0.26 6 

-0.18 8 

-0.12 2 

BHR)BHR) an 

n« « 
n,--

dayday t, P,„ 

thethe initial day offering price of the benchmark. 

France e 

EBHR R 
0.39% % 

- 2 . P% % 

-2.32% % 

-2.16% % 

-1.76% % 

-1.31% % 

-3.79% % 

-5.81% % 

-8.68% % 

-4.30% % 

-8.31% % 

-10.76% % 

t-stadstic c 
0.17 7 

-0.93 3 

-0.72 2 

-0.47 7 

-0.36 6 

-0.28 8 

-0.83 3 

-1.19 9 

-2.04 4 

-1.02 2 

-1.95 5 

-2.51 1 

Sw w 

EBHR R 
0.12% % 

1.24% % 

1.95% % 

-4.65% % 

-0.92% % 

8.53% % 

0.92% % 

1.02% % 

14.60% % 

15.89% % 
24.64"/,. . 

22.16% % 

calculatedcalculated by applying the formula: 

's's the initial day offeringoffering price of stockstock i, P> 

eden n 

t-statistic c 
0.03 3 

0.26 6 

0.43 3 

-0.90 0 

-0.17 7 

1.18 8 

0.11 0.11 

0.11 0.11 

1.45 5 

1.71 1 

2.03 3 

1.78 8 

U.K K 

EBHR R 
1.58% % 
4.40",, , 

1.72% % 

0.70% % 

-4.071:: ,i 

-3.02"/,, , 

.7.32""  n 

-5.37% % 

-4.30"., , 

-7.56",, , 

-9.25% % 

-5.83""  n 

isis the benchmark, price fit 

t--

day day 

statisdc c 
0.87 7 

0.92 2 

0.33 3 

0.16 6 

-0.83 3 

-0.59 9 

-1.48 8 

-1.16 6 

-0.85 5 

1.46 6 

-1.65 5 

-1.04 4 

tt and Ph, is 

Dissanaikee (1994) has shown that the accumulation process involved in computing CARs 

cann give biased outcomes. Therefore I also compute excess buy-and-hold returns for 

variouss time horizons. The outcomes of these computations are presented in Table 3.8. 

Similarr to the CARs the excess buy-and-hold returns also decrease strongly over time and 

thee short-run outperformance is turned into a long-run underperformance. Again, as is 

illustratedd in Figure 3.4, 1 find striking differences in the national subsamples where the 

Britishh and French IPOs underperform and the Swedish IPOs outperform in the long 

run.. Compared to other sectors this long-run IPO aftermarket performance is relatively 

stablee and strong. For the sake of comparison 1 also state the aftermarket performance of 

Europeann high-tech IPOs during the late nineties. Figure 3.5 illustrates the difference in 

volatility.. While high-tech IPOs skyrocket in the early days and plummet in the 

subsequentt months, real estate IPOs tend to deviate less from the overall market 

behavior. . 

Havingg calculated the excess buy-and-hold returns I can derive the wealth relatives both 

forr the mean and for the median buy-and-hold returns. Table 3.9 presents these wealth 

relatives.. In accordance with studies of Ritter (1991) and Gerbich, Levis and Venmore-

Rowlandd (1999) I find short-run wealth relatives slightly above one in combination with 

twelvee month wealth relatives significantly below one. 
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Thee results of all three methods indicate that the short term outperformance I 

documentedd in Section 3.5 lasts only during the first few months of trading. For longer 

periodss I document significant underperformance. 

Figur ee 3.4: Aftermarket performance of the French, Swedish and U.K. real estate IPOs 

Figur ee 3.5: Aftermarket performance of European high-tech and real estate IPOs 
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Tablee 3.9: Wealth relatives 

51 1 

A:: Mean buy-and-hold returns 
Mean n Compa a Benchmark k Wealthh Relative 
Monthh 1 
Monthh 2 
Monthh 3 
Monthh 4 
Monthh 5 
Monthh 6 
Monthh 7 
Monthh 8 
Monthh 9 
Monthh 10 
Monthh 11 
Monthh 12 

1.38% % 

4.16% % 

4.88"-n n 

4.33% % 

3.27"/,, , 

6.61% % 

4.77% % 

5.27% % 

8.84% % 

5.99% % 

7.68% % 

6.28% % 

B:: Median buy-and-hold returns 

0.54% % 

2.47% % 

4.31% % 

5.77% % 

5.90% % 

6.98% % 

9.06% % 

9.23% % 

9.89% % 

6.94% % 

8.49% % 

9.07% % 

1.01 1 

1.02 2 

1.01 1 

0.99 9 

0.98 8 

1.00 0 

0.96 6 

0.96 6 

0.99 9 

0.99 9 

0.99 9 

0.97 7 

Median n Company y Benchmark k Wealthh Relative 
Monthh 1 
Monthh 2 
Monthh 3 
Monthh 4 
Monthh 5 
Monthh 6 
Monthh 7 
Monthh 8 
Monthh 9 
Monthh 10 
Monthh 11 
Monthh 12 

0.00% % 

0.40% % 

2.12% % 

1.77% % 

1.53% % 

6.14% % 

2.64"/,, , 

4.98% % 

2.21% % 

2.81% % 

1.11% % 

3.10% % 

0.94% % 

2.37% % 

5.37% % 

5.79% % 

6.35% % 

4.30%, , 

3.55% % 

4.89%, , 

5.24% % 

1.69% % 

5.67% % 

5.39% % 

0.99 9 

0.98 8 

0.97 7 

0.96 6 

0.95 5 

1.02 2 

0.99 9 

1.00 0 

0.97 7 

1.01 1 

0.96 6 

0.98 8 

TheThe wealth relatives are computed by dividing I plus the buy-and-hold return of the property shares by 1 plus the corresponding buy and hold return of 
thethe GPR-Generai index. 

Too examine the relationship between short-term outperformance and long-run 

underperformancee further, I divide the European sample into subsamples based on the 

fourr variables, discussed before: issue size, degree of debt financing, aftermarket standard 

deviationn and underlying property type. I calculate mean abnormal buy-and-hold returns 

forr each of these subsamples and provide the results in Table 3.9. Comparing the results 

inn this table with those given in Table 3.10 shows that initial day outperformance and 

long-runn underperformance are closely related. For example, regarding the size factor I 

againn find the smallest issues having the more abnormal price behavior: they exhibit a 

twelve-monthh excess buy-and-hold return of -7.79%, whereas the largest issues in my 

samplee underperform their benchmark only mildly, with -2 .01%, on average. 

Furthermore,, Table 8 shows that the companies with high debt ratios and low aftermarket 

standardd deviation underperform their benchmark more severely than those with the low 

debtt ratios and high aftermarket standard deviation. 
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Tabl ee 3.10: Summary statistics of excess buy-and-hold returns 

Factorr \ Time 

A:: Sizê  

Small,, < 80 ml 

Medium m 

Large,, > 180 n-

nn Euro 

Inn Euro 

1 1 

-(i.49"«. . 

(-0.23) ) 

276% % 

(0.62) ) 

2.13""  „ 

(0.76) ) 

3 3 

-0.49""  n 

(0.11) ) 

729% % 

(0.93) ) 

-3.96".. . 

(-1.00) ) 

6 6 

-3.35"., , 

(-0.68) ) 

4.22% % 

(0.92) ) 

1.35""  r, 

(0.18) ) 

9 9 

-6.40""  o 

(-1.12) ) 

3.81% % 

(0.55) ) 

- 0 7 1% % 

(-0.10) ) 

12 2 

- ""  9% 

(-1.H) ) 

12.20% % 

(1.47) ) 

-2.01% % 

(-0.23) ) 

B:: D e br 

High,, > 0.49 

Low,, < 0.49 

C:: Aftermarket 

High,, > 3.00" n 

Medium m 

Low,, < 1.50% 

1.81% % 

(070) ) 

0.64% % 

(0.2") ) 

standardd deviat io n̂  

274% % 

(0.42) ) 

-0.06".. . 

(-0.03) ) 

0.55% % 

(0.64) ) 

-2.01% % 

(-0.44) ) 

1.24% % 

(0.30) ) 

5.19% % 

(0.49) ) 

-4.24°.. . 

(-1.15) ) 

2.50%, , 

(0.86) ) 

-0.3(1% % 

(-0.(7) ) 

2.63% % 

(0.61) ) 

4 7 1% % 

(-0.49) ) 

0.51% % 

(0.11) ) 

-3.28% % 

(0.88) ) 

-1.17% % 

(-0.19) ) 

1.52% % 

(0.30) ) 

3.34""  o 

(-1.30) ) 

2.03% % 

(0.34) ) 

-7.68% % 

(0.42) ) 

-1.87% % 

f-ll.30) ) 

1.96""  o 

(0.31) ) 

5.90"., , 

(-1.43) ) 

2.55% % 

(0.34) ) 

-874"-» » 

(0.58) ) 

D:: Specialization and property type 

Diversified d 

Specialized d 

Office e 

Retail l 

Residential l 

2.95% % 

(1.30) ) 

-0.38% % 

(-0.16) ) 

1.93% % 

(0.58) ) 

-754% % 

(-2.07) ) 

".04"., , 

(1.50) ) 

0.20%. . 

(0.06) ) 

0.60% % 

(0.14) ) 

1.10% % 

(0.18) ) 

-1.62%. . 

(-0.16) ) 

-1.85% % 

(-0.22) ) 

-2.64% % 

(-0.44) ) 

1.97% % 

(0.42) ) 

-M.44% % 

(-0.07) ) 

0.34% % 

(0.04) ) 

"?77"'o o 

(073) ) 

-2.42% % 

(-0.32) ) 

-0.16% % 

(-0.03) ) 

-2.94% % 

(-0.45) ) 

-9.33% % 

(-1.32) ) 

16.05% % 

(1.40) ) 

-1.46% % 

(-0.17) ) 

-0.13% % 

(-0.02) ) 

0.13""  o 

(0.02) ) 

-1671°.. . 

(-1.66) ) 

18.84% % 

(1.53) ) 

77 'ime periods are stilted in months. 
yy St^e is measured in total capitalisation (if the issue. 
****  7 'be debt ratio is computed by dinding the pre-offer total debt by the pre-offer market raii/e of the firm. 
******  7'/'f ex-ante uncertainty proxy is equal to the standard dentition nftbe returns of the first 20 trading days. 
********  Specialisation is determined by looking at the asset portfolio of the company. Companies baring more than SO"o of their total assets in one 

propertyproperty type are regarded specialised. 
'Ybe'Ybe t-statistics are given between brackets. 
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Concerningg the last factor, portfolio specialization, the general conclusion is that 

diversifiedd companies seem to underperform more strongly than their specialized 

competitors30.. But also among the specialized companies considerable differences in long-

runn performance exist. Companies specialized in residential properties tend to outperform 

inn the long run, whereas companies specialized in retail property underperform 

significantlyy after twelve months. However, given the small sample sizes these results are 

offeredd with caution. 

Too isolate the impact of the individual factors, I also run multivariate regressions on the 

twelve-monthh excess buy-and-hold returns and the identified factors. The results of these 

regressions,, stated in Table 3.11, confirm the cross-sectional differences reported in Table 

3.10.. The factors issue size, debt ratio and aftermarket standard deviation are positively 

relatedd to the aftermarket price performance, whereas the results for the specialization 

dummyy are mixed. The positive sign of the post-1992 dummy indicates that the more 

recentt IPOs in my sample perform best in the longer run. The nationality' dummy 

confirmss my previous findings that nationality of the IPO does make a difference. 

Tablee 3.11: OLS regression of twelve-month excess returns on independent variables 

Coefficient t T-stats s 
Intercept t 

Logg of issue size 

Logg (l+%debt financing) 

Logg of aftermarket standard deviation 

Specializedd dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

Retaill  dummy (yes=l, no=U) 

Officee dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

Residentiall  dummy (ves=l, no=0) 

Post-19922 dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

UKK dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

Swedenn dummy (yes=l, no=0) 

R2,,:: , 

-0.45 5 

0.06 6 

-0.09 9 

7,99 9 

0.15 5 

-0.37" " 

-0.16 6 

-0.01 1 

-0.11 1 

0.16 6 

0.19 9 

0.34 4 

0.05 5 

0.39 9 

5.06 6 

0.14 4 

0.18 8 

0.15 5 

0.13 3 

0.21 1 

0.23 3 

0.20 0 

0.20 0 
'1'be'1'be heternsktdastiaty-consistent standard errors oj'the corresponding coefficient estimates are given between brackets. Coefficient estimates marked 
withwith ' are significant at the ?'<>  /ere/, coefficient estimates marked with "are significant at the !<)"«  /ere/. 

'""  This is in line with results tor United States RHITs documented bv F.ichholtz, Op 't Veld and Schweitzer (2000). 
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3.77 Conclusions and Further Research 

Thiss chapter documents the price behavior of 54 European property share IPOs. I find 

ann overall excess return of 2.55% on the first trading and a modest underperformance 

afterr twelve months. Evidence presented in this paper is consistent with the winner's 

cursee hypothesis of Rock (1986). Large issues, which are likely to be managed more 

professionally,, are underpriced less and exhibit less abnormal long-run underperformance. 

Furthermore,, I also found that IPOs with the highest aftermarket standard deviation, a 

proxyy for the ex-ante uncertainty, are underpriced more severely and are associated with 

thee best long-run performance. The modest size of the abnormal price behavior of the 

IPOss in my sample is consistent with theories that claim that less risky IPOs experience 

lesss severe abnormal price behavior. 

Thee results also show that IPO underpricing of European property' companies was much 

strongerr after 1992 than before that year. This may well be caused by the fact that 

Europeann integration, which gained speed in that period, has led to more pan-European 

propertyy share investment. My results suggest that stronger international involvement in 

IPOss has led to more information differences, and therefore to more influence of the 

winner'ss curse. An extension of this research could therefore be to investigate the 

relationshipp between the international involvement in IPOs and their underpricing. 


